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Abstract
If there exists the mirror world, a parallel hidden sector of particles with exactly the same microphysics as that of the observable particles,
then the primordial nucleosynthesis constraints require that the temperature of the cosmic background of mirror relic photons should be smaller
than that of the ordinary relic photons, T ′/T < 0.5 or so. On the other hand, the present experimental and astrophysical limits allow a rather
fast neutron–mirror neutron oscillation in vacuum, with an oscillation time τ ∼ 1 s, much smaller than the neutron lifetime. We show that this
could provide a very efficient mechanism for transporting ultra high energy protons at large cosmological distances. The mechanism operates as
follows: a super-GZK energy proton scatters a relic photon producing a neutron that oscillates into a mirror neutron which then decays into a
mirror proton. The latter undergoes a symmetric process, scattering a mirror relic photon and producing back an ordinary nucleon, but only after
traveling a distance (T /T ′)3 times larger than ordinary protons. This may relax or completely remove the GZK-cutoff in the cosmic ray spectrum
and also explain the correlation between the observed ultra high energy protons and far distant sources as are the BL Lacs.
 2006 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
The hypothesis that there may exist a mirror world, a hidden
parallel sector of particles which is an exact duplicate of our
observable world, has attracted a significant interest over the
past years in view of its implications for particle physics and
cosmology [1–11] (for reviews, see [12,13]). The basic con-
cept can be formulated as follows: one has a theory given by
the product G × G′ of two identical gauge factors with iden-
tical particle contents, where the ordinary particles belong to
G and are singlets of G′, and vice versa, mirror particles be-
long to G′ and are singlets of G. (From now on all fields and
quantities of the mirror (M) sector will be marked with ′ to dis-
tinguish from the ones of the ordinary/observable (O) world.)
The Lagrangians of both sectors are identical, i.e., all coupling
constants (gauge, Yukawa, Higgs) have the same pattern in the
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Open access under CC BY license.O- and M-worlds, which means that there is a discrete symme-
try, the so-called mirror parity, under the interchange of G and
G′ gauge and matter fields [3]. The two worlds may be con-
sidered as parallel branes embedded in a higher-dimensional
space, with O-particles localized on one brane and the M-ones
on another brane while gravity propagates in the bulk, a situa-
tion that can emerge, e.g., in the context of E8 ×E′8 superstring
theory.
If the mirror sector exists, then the Universe should contain
along with the ordinary photons, electrons, nucleons, etc., also
their mirror partners with exactly the same masses. However,
the fact that the O- and M-sectors have the same microphysics,
does not imply that their cosmological evolutions should be the
same too. If mirror particles had the same cosmological abun-
dances in the early universe as ordinary ones, this would be
in immediate conflict with big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN);
their contribution would increase the Hubble expansion rate by
a factor of
√
2 which is equivalent to an effective number of
extra neutrinos Nν  6.14. Thus, at the BBN epoch the tem-
perature of M-sector must be smaller than the temperature of
O-sector. In this view, one can accept the following paradigm
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in an nonsymmetric way which can be natural in the context of
certain inflationary models: namely, the M-sector gets a lower
temperature than the O-sector. The two systems evolve further
adiabatically, without significant entropy production, and in-
teract with each other so weakly that the equilibrium between
them cannot be achieved in subsequent epochs. In this way, the
ratio of their temperatures would be kept nearly constant during
the expansion of the universe, until the present days.
The parameter x = T ′/T , with T and T ′ being the tem-
peratures of the relic CMB photons in O- and M-sectors re-
spectively, will play a key role in our further considerations.
It is related to the effective value Nν at the BBN epoch
as Nν  6.14 · x4 [7,10]. Hence, by taking a conservative
bound Nν < 1 we get an upper limit x < 0.64, while for, e.g.,
x = 0.5 (0.3) one would have respectively Nν  0.38 (0.05).
Due to the temperature difference between the two worlds,
all the key epochs in the mirror sector, baryogenesis, nucle-
osynthesis, recombination, etc., proceed at somewhat different
conditions than in the observable sector of the Universe [10]. In
particular, in certain baryogenesis scenarios the M-sector gets
a larger baryon asymmetry than the O-sector, and it is plausi-
ble that the mirror baryon density Ω ′B is comparable with the
ordinary baryon density ΩB  0.04. This situation emerges in
a particularly appealing way in the leptogenesis scenario due
to lepton number leaking from the O-sector to M-sector which
implies that Ω ′B/ΩB  1 [9,13]. Hence, mirror matter, being
invisible in terms of ordinary photons, but interacting with ordi-
nary matter via gravity, could be a viable dark matter candidate
with specific observational signatures [10,11,13].
Besides gravity, the two sectors could communicate by
other means. There can exist interactions between the O-
and M-fields mediated by some messengers, which may be
pure gauge singlets or some fields in mixed representations of
G× G′, an axion from a common Peccei–Quinn symmetry, as
well as extra gauge bosons acting with both sectors, related,
e.g., with a common flavor or B − L gauge symmetries [8,
13]. Such interactions could induce the mixing of some neutral
O-particles, elementary as well as composite, with their M-
counterparts. In particular, photons could have a kinetic mixing
with mirror photons [2,3], which can be searched in the or-
thopositronium oscillation into mirror orthopositronium [6] and
can also be tested with dark matter detectors [12], neutrinos
could mix with mirror neutrinos, with interesting astrophysi-
cal implications [5], neutral pions and/or kaons could mix with
their mirror partners [13], etc.
In this Letter we explore the mixing between the neutron
n and the mirror neutron n′ due to a small mass mixing term
δm(n¯n′ + n¯′n). As we have shown in Ref. [14], the experimen-
tal and astrophysical limits do not exclude a rather rapid n–n′
oscillation, with a timescale τ much smaller than the neutron
lifetime τn  103 s, and in fact as small as τ = 1/δm ∼ 1 s.
Such an intriguing possibility, apart from the fact that can be
tested in small scale “table-top” experiments, can also have far
going astrophysical implications [14] (see also [15]). Namely,
we shall show below that it could provide a very efficient mech-
anism of transport of ultra high energy protons at large cosmo-logical distances and thus, could explain rather naturally the
excess of events above the Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuzmin (GZK)
cutoff [16].
The Letter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
discuss the physics of n–n′ mixing and the experimental limits
on n–n′ oscillation. Then we discuss the implications for the
cosmic rays at super-GZK energies (Section 3) and conclude
with Section 4.
2. Mirror sector and neutron–mirror neutron mixing
At a fundamental level, the neutron–mirror neutron mixing
should result from some effective couplings between quarks
and mirror quarks. The situation we are interested in, that the
two particles, neutron and mirror neutron, are exactly degener-
ate in mass when their mixing is turned off, is naturally obtained
if the interchange between ordinary and mirror fields—the mir-
ror parity—is an exact symmetry of the Lagrangian.
Consider, for example, that both ordinary and mirror sec-
tors are described by the minimal gauge symmetry group, i.e.,
the Standard Model gauge group G = SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)
applies to the O-sector comprising the left-handed quarks and
leptons1 q = (u, d), l = (ν, e), right-handed isosinglets u, d , e,
and the yet unobserved Higgs φ, whereas the duplicate gauge
symmetry group G′ = SU(3)′ × SU(2)′ × U(1)′ describes the
hidden mirror sector consisting of mirror quarks, leptons and
Higgs: left-handed q ′ = (u′, d ′), l′ = (ν′, e′), right-handed u′,
d ′, e′, and mirror Higgs φ′. Mirror parity forces that all cou-
pling constants, gauge, Yukawa and Higgs, are identical for
both sectors, the mirror Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV)
〈φ′〉 = (0, v′) is identical to the standard VEV 〈φ〉 = (0, v), i.e.,
v′ = v, and hence the mass spectrum of mirror particles, ele-
mentary as well as composite, is exactly the same as that of
ordinary ones.
As usual, we assign a global lepton charge L = 1 to leptons
and a baryon charge B = 1/3 to quarks. Similarly, we assign
a lepton charge L′ = 1 to mirror leptons and a baryon charge
B ′ = 1/3 to mirror quarks. By definition, ordinary fermions
have L′ = B ′ = 0 and the mirror particles have null B and L
charges. If L (L′) and B (B ′) were exactly conserved the neu-
trinos ν (ν′) would remain massless and phenomena like proton
(mirror proton) decay or neutron–antineutron n− n˜ (n′ − n˜′) os-
cillation [17] would be impossible.
The neutron–mirror neutron mixing we are interested in vio-
lates both baryon numbers B and B ′ but conserve the combined
quantum number B¯ = B − B ′.2 It is possible to generate such
mixing by incorporating couplings between three quarks and
three mirror quarks given by the D = 9 operators [14]
(1)Omix9 ∼
1
M5 (udd)(u
′d ′d ′)+ 1M5 (qqd)(q
′q ′d ′)+ h.c.
1 For convenience, we omit the symbols L and R as well as the internal
gauge, spinor and family indices. Antiparticles will be termed as q˜ , l˜, etc.
2 For definiteness, we identify both n and n′ as states that have B¯ = 1, though,
in accordance with our definitions, the three constituents of n′ should be iden-
tified as “mirror antiquarks”. As far as we have not yet any relations with the
mirror world, this should have no political consequences.
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M5 or (qqd)2/M5 relevant for neutron–antineutron oscillation
(B¯ = 2) are forbidden, whereas the operators Omix9 and the
neutron–mirror neutron oscillation (B¯ = 0) are allowed.3
A similar situation holds for the lepton sector. The usual
D = 5 operator O5 ∼ (lφ)2/M and the resulting, after symme-
try breaking, small Majorana masses for neutrinos, mν ∼ v2/M
[18], violate the quantum number L¯ = L − L′ by two units.
However, the operator
(2)Omix5 ∼
1
M
(lφ)(l′φ′)+ h.c.
mixes ordinary and mirror neutrinos [5], but conserves L¯. If
one postulates L¯ conservation, then one can obtain light Dirac
neutrinos from Omix [14] with (L = L′ = 1) mass terms
mν ∼ v2/M , where the right-handed components are mirror
antineutrinos ν′R = ν′ cL . These Dirac masses and mixings can
explain the neutrino flavor oscillation phenomena equally well
as pure L = 2 Majorana masses but distinguish from them by
the absence of neutrinoless 2β decay.
As stated above the operators (1) generate a mass mixing
term between n and n′, δm(n¯n′ + n¯′n). Taking into account that
the matrix elements of the operators Omix9 between the neutron
states are typically of the order of Λ6QCD ∼ 10−4 GeV6, one
estimates
(3)δm ∼
(
10 TeV
M
)5
× 10−15 eV.
If neutrons and mirror neutrons were completely free parti-
cles they would oscillate with maximal mixing angle and a
characteristic oscillation time equal to τ = 1/δm = 0.66 ×
(10−15 eV/δm) s. Remarkably, the present available experi-
mental data does allow an oscillation time as small as τ ∼
1 s or so [14], much smaller than the bound on the neutron–
antineutron oscillation time τnn˜ = 1/δmnn˜ > 108 s, and even
shorter than the neutron lifetime itself, τn ≈ 103 s. The reason
for such a weak bound is twofold: (i) contrary to the antineutron
case the mirror neutron is an invisible particle and therefore the
n–n′ oscillation can be experimentally observed only as neutron
disappearance (or regeneration); (ii) as a rule, neutrons are not
actually free particles, but are rather subject to external electro-
magnetic or strong interactions.
The evolution of free nonrelativistic neutrons is described by
the effective Hamiltonian in n–n′ space,
(4)H =
(
p2/2m− iΓn/2 − V δm
δm p2/2m − iΓn/2 − V ′
)
.
The neutron mass m and decay width Γn = 1/τn are precisely
the same for mirror neutrons, due to exact mirror parity, but the
potentials V and V ′ felt by n and n′ are not quite the same.
Then, for V = |V −V ′| 	= 0, the effective oscillation time τeff
and effective mixing angle θeff become
τeff = τ/
√
1 + (V/2δm)2,
3 The possible theoretical models for the generation of the operators (1) were
discussed in Refs. [14,15].(5)sin 2θeff = τeffδm = τeff/τ,
and thus the transition probability from an initial pure neutron
state at t = 0 to a mirror neutron state, or vice versa from n′
to n, is
(6)Pnn′(t) = (τeff/τ)2 sin2(t/τeff)e−t/τn .
Neutrons propagating in normal matter undergo a large ef-
fective potential V ∼ 10−7 eV, which makes the effective mix-
ing angle, θeff ≈ δm/V , negligibly small and blocks the os-
cillation. But even in experiments with free neutrons in vac-
uum, the terrestrial magnetic field B  0.5 G induces a small
but significant potential V  µB  3 × 10−12 eV, where µ ≈
6 × 10−12 eV/G is the neutron magnetic moment. On the other
hand, V ′ is vanishingly small since no significant mirror mag-
netic fields are expected on Earth. Then, for δm < V , the ef-
fective oscillation time is τeff ≈ 2/V  4.4 × 10−4 s and the
average transition probability becomes Pnn′  2(δm/V )2. For,
e.g., δm = 10−15 eV it amounts to Pnn′ ≈ 2 × 10−7, which is a
marginal effect indeed. Hence, in order to have a sizable oscil-
lation the magnetic field must be shielded.
In the ILL-Grenoble experiment designed to search for
neutron–antineutron oscillation, the magnetic field was reduced
to B ∼ 10−4 G [19], giving V  µB ∼ 6×10−16 eV. Cold neu-
trons propagated in vacuum with an average speed of 600 m/s
and effective time of flight t  0.1 s, in a mu-metal vessel
shielding the magnetic field. No antineutrons were detected
and the limit τnn˜ > 0.86 × 108 s was reported. On the other
hand, it was observed that about 5% of the neutrons disap-
peared. Most of the losses can be attributed to scatterings with
the walls in the drift vessel, but a fraction of them might be
due to the oscillation into an invisible particle, the mirror neu-
tron. For a vacuum oscillation time τ = 1 s, the mixing mass
δm = 1/τ ≈ 6 × 10−16 eV matches the magnetic potential en-
ergy and τeff ≈ τ = 1s. Then, during the small time of flight t 
0.1 s, a fraction of the neutrons equal to Pnn′(t) ≈ (t/τ )2 ≈ 1%
would have oscillated into a mirror neutron state contributing so
to the observed neutron beam deficit. (If the whole deficit was
entirely due to n–n′ oscillation, one would have τ  0.4 s.) This
is clearly a speculation but the remarkable fact is, it cannot be
excluded from the observations made so far. Second, the oscil-
lation time scale may be much smaller than the neutron lifetime
itself. Dedicated experiments are needed to put stronger bounds
on such phenomenon.
Another potential source of evidence or exclusion of n–n′
oscillation could come from nuclear physics. In the case of
neutron–antineutron oscillation the observed nuclear stability
has provided the strongest bounds [20]. That is not the case of
n–n′ oscillation. Suppose that a nucleus (A,Z) may decay into
the isotope (A − 1,Z) emitting an invisible mirror neutron n′
and/or its beta decay products p′e′ν˜′e . But then, also the decay
with neutron and/or peν˜e emission is kinematically allowed be-
cause these particles are exactly degenerate in mass with their
mirror counterparts. We have confirmed by inspection that all
nuclear ground states satisfying those kinematic conditions suf-
fer from standard nuclear instability and have short lifetimes
[21]. In such a case, the mirror channels are expected to be in-
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effective n–n′ mixing angle in nuclei is vastly suppressed by
the neutron nuclear energy. For δm = 10−15 eV and a potential
energy as small as V = 1 keV, one gets θ2eff ≈ 10−36. Sim-
ilar arguments apply to the stability of astrophysical objects
like neutron stars. Hence, the only realistic limit that remains
is τ > 1 s or so, indirectly extracted from the neutron beam
controlling procedure at the ILL-Grenoble reactor experiment.
Now we show that the possibility of such a fast oscillation
opens up very intriguing prospects for understanding the prob-
lems concerning the cosmic rays at ultra high energies (UHE).
3. Implications for ultra high energy cosmic rays
It was pointed out a long time ago [16] that the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) of relic photons makes the uni-
verse opaque to the ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR). In
particular, protons with energies above the pγ → Nπ reaction
threshold,
(7)Eth ≈ mπmN2εγ  6 × 10
19 eV,
with mπ and mN being respectively the pion and nucleon
masses and εγ ∼ 10−3 eV a typical relic photon energy, can-
not propagate at large cosmological distances without losing
their energy. As a result, one expects to see an abrupt cutoff in
the spectrum of cosmic rays above the threshold energy Eth, the
so-called GZK-cutoff or GZK-feature [22].
For energies E > Eth, the proton mean free path (m.f.p.)
with respect to pγ → Nπ scattering, is roughly lp 
(σnγ )
−1  5 Mpc, where nγ ≈ 400 cm−3 is the number density
of CMB photons and σ  0.1 mb is the characteristic cross sec-
tion. On average, protons lose per scattering a fraction y  0.2
of their energy.4 Therefore, super-GZK protons should lose
their energy when traveling at large cosmological distances.
Namely, while traveling a distance R from the source to the
Earth, a proton with initial energy ER  Eth at the source, will
suffer on average kR = R/lp collisions pγ → Nπ and so its
energy will be reduced to E  ER(1 − y)kR . (Energy losses
stop when the proton energy gets down below the threshold en-
ergy Eth and the effective proton m.f.p. becomes very large.)
Therefore, the distance to the source of a proton that was emit-
ted with initial energy ER and is detected at the Earth with a
super-GZK energy E > Eth can be roughly estimated as5
4 In reality, both σ and y have some energy dependence which will be ne-
glected in our qualitative estimations for the sake of simplicity. We also neglect
the energy losses due to e+e− pair production, and apologize to the super-GZK
super-experts for such a naive treatment of the problem.
5 In fact, the UHE cosmic rays travel long distances transforming continu-
ously from protons to neutrons and back. The pγ → Nπ scatterings produce
both protons and neutrons (pπ0 or nπ+) with nearly equal probabilities (iso-
topical symmetry). If the Lorentz factor γ = E/mN is not too large, neutrons
suffer β-decay n → peν˜e , after traveling a distance of about ldec = γ cτn 
(E/1020 eV) Mpc, transferring the whole energy back to the proton. There-
fore, at energies below 5 × 1020 eV the cosmic ray carriers will be mostly
protons, while for E > 5 × 1020 eV they will be both protons and neu-
trons in nearly equal proportions. Anyway, the existence of neutrons does not(8)R ∼ kRlp ∼ log(ER/E)× 50 Mpc.
For example, the proton with energy of 3 × 1020 eV de-
tected by Fly’s Eye had to have an initial energy of about
ER  3 × 1022 eV, if it came from a distance R = 100 Mpc
(and in fact, no astrophysical source is seen at this direction
within the radius of 100 Mpc). However, for R > 400 Mpc one
would need an initial energy ER > 3×1028 eV, bigger than the
Planck energy!
As for the hypothetical UHE mirror protons, they can propa-
gate much larger distances through the background of relic mir-
ror photons as far as the mirror CMB has a smaller temperature
T ′ = xT , with x < 0.5 as required by the BBN bounds. First,
because the typical relic photon energy rescales as ε′γ = xεγ
and second, because the mirror photon density is suppressed by
a factor of x3, n′γ = x3nγ , while the scattering processes and
their cross sections are the same in both sectors. As a result, the
threshold energy is somewhat higher for mirror protons while
their m.f.p. is drastically amplified:
(9)E′th  x−1Eth, l′p  x−3lp.
Thus, the mirror UHE protons can travel large cosmological
distances without significant loss of energy. With decreasing
x values, the GZK-cutoff in the mirror UHECR spectrum not
only shifts to higher energies with respect to the ordinary GZK-
cutoff, but also becomes less sharp. In particular, for x = 0.1
one gets l′p  5 × 103 Mpc, of the order of the present Hubble
radius, which means that mirror protons would cross the uni-
verse without losing energy and in this case the GZK-feature
would simply not exist in the mirror proton spectrum.
Let us discuss now what can happen if there exists n–n′
oscillation with τ  τn. Such a process may dramatically
change the paradigm of cosmic ray propagation by providing
a mechanism that converts ordinary protons into mirror ones
and vice versa at super-GZK energies. Obviously, for relativis-
tic neutrons both oscillation and decay lengths rescale with the
Lorentz factor, hence losc/ldec = τ/τn. For say, τ ∼ 1 s, the os-
cillation length of a neutron with an energy of 1020 eV is about
1 kpc, and so it oscillates many times into/from a mirror neutron
before decaying or scattering a relic photon.
Consider a flux JR of ordinary protons with energy ER 
Eth emitted from a distant source. After traveling a path ∼ lp 
5 Mpc each proton scatters once with a CMB photon producing
pπ0 or nπ+, with a 1/2 probability for each channel. A neutron
produced in this way oscillates, with a mean probability w, into
a mirror neutron n′ which decays later into p′e′ν˜′, while with
a probability 1 − w it survives as ordinary neutron which then
decays into peν˜. In vacuum n–n′ are maximally mixed and thus
w = 1/2. However, external factors like cosmological magnetic
fields (see below) may change the effective mixing angle in the
medium, and we leave w as arbitrary, keeping though in mind
change the propagation distance, since their scatterings off the CMB photons,
nγ → pπ−(nπ0), have nearly the same cross sections as protons, and thus the
neutron m.f.p. ln is also ∼ 5 Mpc.
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of w.6
Hence, after first scattering at a typical distance ∼ lp , a frac-
tion w/2 of the initial proton flux JR will be converted into
mirror protons and the fraction 1 − w/2 will remain in terms
of ordinary protons, both fractions having a typical energy
(1 − y)ER . The fraction of ordinary protons will scatter CMB
once again after a typical distance ∼ lp , and still produce, with
a probability w/2, mirror neutron n′ which decays into p′, and
so on for the subsequent scatterings. Therefore, after k scatter-
ings we observe not only energy dissipation, Ek  ER(1 − y)k ,
but also a deficit in the number of particles: the flux of ordinary
nucleons reduces to Jk  JR(1 −w/2)k . Namely, for w = 1/2,
about a half of the initial ordinary protons will be converted
into mirror ones just after two scatterings. For arbitrary w, the
amount of collisions needed for the e-fold conversion p → p′
can be estimated as ke = −1/ ln(1 − w/2). However, mirror
protons produced in this way, can be also converted back to or-
dinaries by scattering mirror CMB photons.
The subsequent story strongly depends on the value of the
parameter x. There are three different regimes: small, moderate
and large values of x.
Let us start with the case of very small x, say x = 0.1. In
this case the m.f.p. of mirror protons becomes of the order of
the present Hubble radius, l′p = x−3lp  5 × 103 Mpc. Hence,
mirror protons can pass the whole universe without scattering
off the mirror CMB and thus never turn back into the form of
ordinary protons. Hence, for very small x the mirror sector acts
like a sink where ordinary protons of the super-GZK energies
fall and disappear. This can only make the cosmic ray spectrum
above the threshold energy (7) even more abrupt.
In the other extreme case of very large x (≈ 1), when the mir-
ror m.f.p. l′p is comparable to lp , the mirror protons transform
back into ordinaries after scattering with mirror CMB exactly
in the same manner as described above, but one does not gain
much. For example, for x = 1 the UHECR would suffer exactly
the same energy losses in both p and p′ forms and thus the ef-
fective propagation distance would remain as in Eq. (8).
The most interesting are the moderate values of x, in the
interval x = 0.3–0.5 or so. In this case mirror protons, before
scattering their CMB and transforming back to ordinary parti-
cles, can travel with m.f.p. l′p = x−3lp ∼ 40–200 Mpc, which is
still much smaller than the Hubble radius. Then, the evolution
of the system at the cosmological distances can be described as
the propagation of a mixed p–p′ state that changes its nature
from ordinary to mirror proton or vice versa, with a mean prob-
ability w/2 after each collision. Its propagation distance corre-
6 For simplicity, we also assume that neutrons decay (into p or p′) before
scattering off the CMB, thus “integrating out” the UHECR propagation at
super-GZK energies in terms of n–n′ states, and effectively reducing it to the
chain of continuous transformation from p to p′ and vice versa. Strictly speak-
ing, for w = 1/2 this is valid for energies E < 1021 eV, when the neutron
decay length ldec  (E/1020 eV) Mpc is smaller than the m.f.p. of the oscillat-
ing n–n′ system with respect to the scattering off the ordinary CMB photons.
The latter is about 2lp ∼ 10 Mpc, since the mixed n–n′ state propagates half of
the time as n and half of the time as n′ .sponding to kR scatterings becomes effectively for kR  2ke,
instead of Eq. (8),
(10)Reff ∼ 12kR(lp + l
′
p) ∼
1 + x−3
2
log
(
ER
E
)
× 50 Mpc,
which, e.g., for x  0.4 gives Reff ∼ 400 Mpc × log(ER/E).
Therefore, such a mixed UHECR can travel long cosmological
distances without suffering substantial energy losses.
On the other hand, for most of the time it travels dressed
as p′, and the probability of finding it in the form of an ordinary
proton (or neutron) at a large distance from the source is small:
Wp ∼ lp/ l′p  x3, which is about 7% for x  0.4. Hence, one
loses a numerical factor of x3 in the flux but still overcomes the
strong exponential suppression. Observe also, that at large dis-
tances from the source, it does not matter which was the original
state, p or p′—the propagating state forgets its initial condition.
So, if there are also sources of mirror UHECR in the universe
with fluxes order of magnitude stronger than ordinary ones, and
this is not unnatural if one considers mirror baryons as a con-
stituent of dark matter, then their contribution may compensate
the deficit created by the reduction factor Wp  x3.7
This discussion indicates that moderate values of x around
0.3–0.5 are preferable. In this case the mirror m.f.p. is of the
order of 100 Mpc which consents a feasible correlation [23]
between the UHECR events observed by AGASA and the dis-
tant astrophysical sources known as BL Lacs, a special sort of
blazars that could be plausible candidates for natural accelera-
tors of protons to the ultra high energies. It seems also natural
that BL Lacs, consisting essentially of central black holes sur-
rounded by accreting matter, ordinary as well as mirror, could
be accelerating sources for both ordinary and mirror protons:
a black hole is a black hole, does not matter to which kind of
matter.
The following remark is in order. The n–n′ oscillation of
UHE neutrons may be suppressed by cosmological magnetic
fields. For slow neutrons they are unimportant, but they can sup-
press the oscillation of very fast neutrons because the transverse
magnetic field is amplified by the Lorentz factor γ = E/mN .
Namely, the evolution of fast neutrons in external magnetic
fields is equivalent in the neutron rest frame to a Hamiltonian
given by Eq. (4) with V = γµBtr and V ′ = γµB ′tr, where Btr
and B ′tr are respectively, the transverse components of ordinary
and mirror magnetic fields. Therefore, for super-GZK cosmic
rays, E > 1020 eV (γ > 1011), the effective mixing angle (5)
in a medium with arbitrary magnetic field orientations is effec-
tively suppressed unless B,B ′ < 10−15 G or so.
One can object whether this is realistic. The galactic mag-
netic fields measured by the Faraday rotation are rather large, of
the order of 10−6 G, but they do not have much memory about
the magnitude of primordial seeds as they are amplified many
7 For intermediate energies between Eth and E′th  Eth/x there can be an in-
teresting feature: ordinary protons can transform into mirror ones, but mirrors
cannot efficiently transform back into ordinaries. Hence, a dip could emerge
in the observed cosmic ray spectrum between Eth and E′th that would be very
prominent if the thresholds were ideally sharp. But the integration over the ther-
mal distribution of relic photons smooths out such a dip.
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in the central regions of clusters are also large. Magnetic fields
could be also improperly big in filaments, however, cosmic rays
travel mostly in voids where in principle the fields might be
small enough,  10−15 G. In reality we do not have any di-
rect observational indications about the size of magnetic fields
at large, order 100 Mpc scales and moreover, there is no estab-
lished mechanism for their generation. The observational data
only give an upper bound on the latter, roughly B < 10−9 G
or so. The physical mechanisms related to the dynamics of
primordial plasma before recombination yield primordial mag-
netic seeds B < 10−19 G at the 100 Mpc scales [24], while B ′
should be even smaller due to an earlier recombination of mir-
ror matter, z′rec  x−1zrec [10].
On the other hand, numerical simulations [25] indicate that
the magnetic fields observed in clusters need primordial seeds
> 10−13 G at the scales order 10 Mpc, which seems difficult to
reconcile with B < 10−15 G in voids. Observe however, that it
is not needed at all that the magnetic fields are small in every
region: as far as a neutron with energy E > 1020 eV travels a
distance larger than 1 Mpc before it decays, it is enough for the
oscillation to occur that within this distance it can meet with a
reasonable probability patches where Btr is accidentally smaller
than 10−15 G. It is not just the magnetic field intensity that
matters, but it is also its orientation with respect to the neutron
(mirror neutron) direction of motion, given that the transverse
magnetic field component is amplified by the Lorentz factor but
the longitudinal one is not. Therefore, the n–n′ oscillation is not
be blocked also by a magnetic field as large as B = 10−14 G if
it makes an angle with the neutron momentum smaller than 10
degrees.
In the above discussion the mirror magnetic fields were ne-
glected. However, one has to bear in mind that the mirror mag-
netic fields B ′ may be actually comparable with the ordinary
ones, and therefore, the n–n′ mixing can be nearly maximal in
the patches where the relative potential energy between n and n′
states is small, V = γµ|Btr − B ′tr| < δm. On the other hand,
it is likely that any cosmic ray faces in its propagation cosmic
magnetic fields with varying intensities and orientations, and it
is enough that the transverse component of B − B′ vanishes at
some point to produce a resonant oscillation. If such accidental
cancellations occur due to a spatial variation of the magnetic
fields with a characteristic length larger than the oscillation
length cτ , i.e., few kpc, then adiabatic resonant transitions can
take place at the borders between contiguous domains with dif-
ferent signs of V −V ′, in which case the conversion probability
is enhanced to w = 1: the Hamiltonian eigenstate being a domi-
nantly n state in one domain, can be almost fully converted into
a dominantly n′ eigenstate at another domain, and vice versa.
One can also consider the possibility that the large scale
ordinary and mirror magnetic fields coincide with a good pre-
cision. This situation could naturally emerge in the context of
mechanisms of generation of magnetic seeds based on infla-
tion scenarios in which the conformal invariance of quantum
electrodynamics is broken due to a non-minimal coupling of
the electromagnetic (EM) field with gravity or dilaton fields,
or due to the quantum conformal anomaly for the trace of theEM field energy–momentum tensor [26]. In this case, the cou-
plings of the ordinary and mirror EM fields Fµν and F ′µν should
be the same due to mirror parity,8 and thus identical magnetic
seeds are generated in the O- and M- sectors. At the large
scales of 100 Mpc, that still undergo a linear evolution, there
can still remain a significant coincidence between the ordi-
nary and mirror magnetic field values and their orientations, so
that their compensation effect renders the effective n–n′ Hamil-
tonian nearly degenerate, V < δm. In this case the n and n′
states have a nearly maximal mixing in voids, w = 1/2. As for
the non-linear scales, such a coherent cancellation cannot be
expected because of the segregation between O- and M-matter
components and consequently between the respective magnetic
fields.
4. Conclusions
The physics of such a familiar and long studied particle as
the neutron still contains a big loophole: the experimental data
do not exclude that its oscillation time into a mirror partner can
be as small as 1 s [14]. This oscillation, however, is impossible
for neutrons bound in nuclei or propagating in matter, and is
suppressed by the terrestrial magnetic field, whereas it could
easily occur for strictly free neutrons.
The effect of such a fast n–n′ oscillation can be tested at
small costs. “Table-top” experiments looking for the disappear-
ance and/or regeneration of neutrons may reveal the neutron–
mirror neutron oscillation, with a good experimental control of
the initial phase and mixing angle, and thus open up a window
to the mirror world. On the other hand, this phenomenon re-
quires new physics at the TeV scale, with possible implications
for the LHC [14,15], and, if mirror baryons contribute as dark
matter of the Universe, it can have also interesting astrophys-
ical implications via the processes of mirror baryon scattering
and/or annihilation with ordinary matter (depending on the sign
of mirror baryon asymmetry).
However, a fast n–n′ oscillation may have the most intrigu-
ing consequences for ultra high energy cosmic rays. Namely,
it can enable UHE protons to propagate at large cosmological
distances with no significant energy losses and thus explain the
super-GZK excess in the cosmic ray spectrum as well as their
directional correlation with far distant astrophysical sources.
The complex approach and large statistics of the Pierre
Auger experiment will permit to find out very soon if the
anomalies in the ultra high energy cosmic ray spectrum is due
to neutron–mirror neutron oscillation, or owing to other, as
a matter of fact, not less exotic mechanisms as are, e.g., the
super-slow decay of super-heavy dark matter [27] or Lorentz-
violation [28], while it is also possible that no super-GZK ex-
cess will be found at all.
8 In the context of models [26] the relevant couplings could be, e.g.,
L ∝ Rµνρσ (FµνFρσ + F ′µνF ′ρσ ) with the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ , or L ∝
(−1/4) exp(S)(FµνFµν + F ′µνF ′µν) with the dilaton field S.
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